
To Human Resource Departments in Hungary,

My biggest experience(related to any job out there) have involved for over 11 years heavy political activism and 
human rights involvement. This job(at my own news outlet) which I have performed often 16 hours a day 
without any payment, equaled(according to the US Generals and highest government professionals alone) to 
stress level of about 20 overseas deployments(military missions to Iraq as an example). The success of of my 
involvement in the fields of international political activism and human rights involvement have heavily 
contributed to change of political climate(we have different political structures as a result today).

When involved in such work, I have learned to totally ignore many issues that regular people concern 
themselves with(personal issues, small unpleasanties that often times stress employees, hours of work, work 
environment, health issues, and even heavy state retaliations that followed as a result of my actions and for 
which I knew in advance will take place), learned to view each issue from numerous different perspectives(apply
heavy psychology toward one or have psychology behind one revealed to the public) before taking steps, learned
to concentrate on solutions to the problems and international leadership that would guarantee continuation of 
political development in desired direction regardless of circumstances. My longest video documentary was 5 
hours long and one was completed within week or so...

Local and international laws(concerning human rights, journalism, law enforcement, etc.) were never ever 
violated(not a single time and I have not received a single complain from state agencies regarding those within 
11 years of work despite my news outlet being the most edgy/provocative news outlet ever - in the history of the 
world). On numerous occasions, I(myself) have gone as far as investigating South African police and have 
reported about their misconduct(what exactly and if any proper steps were taken during the course of the 
investigations) to the world when frequent hate crimes on behalf of black South African(just one of numerous 
examples https://youtu.be/XfZeIVsJxgs) regime have involved and involve persecuted South African white 
minority.

I am result driven individual(much more than just a career oriented) who is very very concerned for you, your 
family, Hungary, rest of the Europe, and world. It is why I am declining US Government employment 
propositions(their "well paid opportunities") and am asking you instead for what is seen within societies as a 
small job, but job(how I see it) that will send HUGE message to the world and the one that will help me go on 
with my small family(wife and 9 years old son) here in Hungary(we love Hungary). Cause thats all I really need.

My biggest attributes are the ability to adjust, get along well with people(coworkers and customers – relate to 
their problems and assist them with best of my abilities), unconditional willingness to help people(I love helping 
people and it satisfies me if I see people content), humorous but extremely professional personality(very stable), 
willingness to work(I welcome overtime), persistence, ability to continually learn (self improve) from whatever 
is out there(whether I physically do or speak about)...yes, I have computer and all that other knowledge as well, 
but this is what really separates me from crowds.

THANK YOU VERY MUCH for your time that you have taken to go over this cover letter and my resume.

Sincerely yours,
BASTIAN AUSER(Bostjan Avsec)
RESUME: https://goo.gl/S0j1U6 
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Telephone(Hungary):
(36) 203833032
email: awb001@gmail.com
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